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Emailing documents via Connectworks 
Distributing documents in Connectworks is simple and available for all subscription types (even those not on signing plans). 

1. To get started, navigate to the document storage are of the related entity (company, trust or individual).  
2. If you haven’t uploaded the document yet, do this now. 
3. Select the document. 
4. Select the  Cogs menu and then email from the drop-down menu. 
5. In the slide-out panel which appears enter the recipient/s, any Cc’d parties, select a sender and compose your message. 

 

Firm view: Client view: 

Notes: 
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Connectworks Precedents and Workflows 
Connectworks has a library of over 450 precedents and 
workflows to help you quickly generate documents, engage 
with clients and meet legal obligations. 
 
A master repository of these templated documents is available 
in your firms' Admin>Precedents tab. If you simply wish to 
review a document or workflow, this is the best place to view it. 
There are filters in the left column to help you quickly find what 
you are looking for. First, select the category which applies 
using the “Collection” filter: 

● CW Trusts - Connectworks precedents & workflows 
relating to trusts only.  

● CW Companies - Connectworks precedents & 
workflows relating to companies only. 

● Firm precedents - this will only appear if there are 
custom precedents uploaded by your firm.  
NB. Setting up firm precedents is recommended for 
advanced users only and will not be covered in today's 
session. If you wish to load firm-specific precedents 
please contact support@connectworks.com and we will 
arrange further training for your firm. 
 

After selecting the desired category, you can apply further 
filters for the type of document using the “Classification” filter.  
Clicking a document will download it to your hard drive as an 
editable Microsoft Word file. 
 
 
 

Notes: 
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Connectworks Workflows 
 
Our workflows (sometimes called checklists) provide best practice 
guidance for managing companies and trusts. For example, how to 
retire or appoint a trustee, or how to issue shares to a new 
shareholder.  
 
Workflows not only guide you through the process for common 
scenarios, they also reference the available precedents in 
Connectworks which will enable you to quickly generate the documents 
needed to meet the requirements of the scenario. These documents 
can be auto-completed with client details (detailed later in this module), 
and if required may also be distributed for signing. 
 
To review the available workflows in your firms' Admin>Precedents tab, 
first select the CW Trusts or CW Companies collection filter, and then 
apply the classification filter for Workflows. 
 
The following page provides a list of all the workflows presently 
available. An up to date list of all workflows and precedents is available 
to download from our support site https://support.connectworks.com  
Just type “precedents” into the search bar to quickly locate our article 
with the most recent precedents list. 
 
Notes: 
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Company Workflows: Company Workflows: Trust Workflows: 

Accounting Records 
Adoption of Company Constitution 
Alteration of Company Constitution 
Appointment of Alternate Director 
Amalgamation 
Annual Meeting of Shareholders 
Appointment of Director 
Authorise a Dividend 
Board of Directors Meeting 
Issue Bonus Shares 
Call on Shares 
Change of Registered Office 
Change of Name 
Company Records 
Consolidate Shares 
Consolidation of Constitution 
Credit Shares other than for Cash 
Death of Director 
Director remuneration or other benefits 
Dividends (Section 107 Companies Act 
1993) 
Elect Look-Through Company Status 
Incorporate a Company 
Issue of Shares 
Issue of Shares (Section 42 Companies 
Act 1993) 
Issue of Shares (Section 44  
Liquidation (by Shareholders) 
Section 129 Companies Act 1993 

Objection to Removal from Register 
Objection to Restoration of Company 
Companies Act 1993) 
Opt In 
Opt out (Large Company) 
Opt out 
Redemption of shares at the option of the 
Company 
Redemption of shares at the option of the 
shareholder 
Redemption of shares on a specified date 
Repurchase of Shares (non listed 
company) 
Removal from Register 
Removal of Director 
Remove Alternate Director 
Resignation of Director 
Restore to Register 
Revocation of Company Constitution 
Share Register 
Special Meeting of Shareholders 
Subdivide Shares (Share Split) 
Transfer of Shares 
Transmission of Shares 
 

Variation of trust deed 
Winding up of trust 
Settlement of trust 
Retirement of trustee 
Retirement and appointment of trustee 
Resettlement of trust 
Removal of beneficiary 
Distribution to beneficiary 
Changing name of trust 
Appointment of appointor 
Appointment of trustee 
Appointment of beneficiary 
Death of a trustee 
Annual review checklist 
Annual review workflow 
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Generating Precedents Merged with Client Details 

Generating precedents with auto-completed client information 
is done via the document repository of the relevant entity.  
For a Trust: Open the trusts workspace and select the 
documents tab. 
For a Company: Open the Companies' workspace and then 
navigate to either Directors>Documents or Shareholders> 
Documents tabs. 
 

1. Select "I would like to ...", and then "Download a 
precedent". 
 

2. A slide-out panel will appear showing a list of all 
available precedents. Here you can easily search for 
the precedent by keyword, the precedents code 
(referenced in the associated workflow) or refine the list 
by a document category. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
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Once you have found the required precedent you will have two 
options to select: template or merge. Not all precedents are 
able to be merged. If the precedent cannot be merged this 
option will be grey and cannot be selected. 
 
Template - this option will allow you to download a Microsoft 
Word document manually enter the required information.  
Tip: You can speed up this process by using the "Find and 
Replace" option in your word processor. 
 
Merge - this option will automatically add the relevant client 
information into the document. You may also be required to 
manually enter some details. Auto-populating fields can 
include information such as: 

● trust/company name 
● settlors, trustees and beneficiaries details 
● directors, shareholders, etc.  
● the date of the document 
● named signature fields 

 
After Downloading 
By default, any precedents you generate are not saved in 
entities’ profile until you choose to upload them.  
After you have reviewed the document and made any 
amendments required, simply upload the document back into 
the entities' profile.  
 

 
 
 
 
 

Notes: 
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Distributing documents for signing 
There are two requirements that must be met for 
your clients to be able to sign documents 
electronically: 

1. The entity must be subscribed to a signing 
plan (unlinked with signing, 2-party, 
unlimited or corporate trustee subscription 
plans). 

2. The signatories required to sign 
electronically must have an email 
address recorded in their Connectworks 
profile.  

NB. For clients with no email address, or for 
in-person meetings, you can still provide physical 
document/s for signing, and record these physical 
documents against copies which have been 
electronically signed to meet the entities’ signing 
policy. This will be covered in more detail later. 

Distribute a document for signing during upload:  
This is the simplest method, just select the signatories by 
completing the “Publication & access” section at the bottom of 
the upload form (pictured) and the document is distributed as 
soon as you upload it.  
You will be given the option of three signing methods: 

1. Sign and scan a hard copy (no email) 
2. Login required before signing 
3. E-draw or scan & upload signature only (no login 

required) 

 
Notes: 
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To publish an existing document for 
signing 
First, navigate to the relevant entities’ document 
repository containing the existing document that 
requires signing. 
 
NB. If a document displays the “draft” tag you need 
to publish the document (pictured right) before you 
can distribute it for signing. 
 
When the document has been published add the 
desired signatories: 
1. Select the tick box of the document. 
 
2. Select the Cogs menu and then "amend 
signatories". You will be given the option of 
selecting either the entities’ signing policy (eg. all 
directors, or all trustees) or associated individuals 
held within the entities’ profile.  
 
3. After adding the required signatories and 
assigning the method of signing click update. 
NB. this does not yet distribute the document to the 
selected signatories, you will be redirected to the 
documents tab, where you will see the document  
displaying as "Signing preparing" in the description  
beneath the document name and "Not yet 
Published for signing" in the slide-out panel. 
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4. To send the document for signing select the tick-box, then use the Cogs menu and 
select "distribute for signing". The document will then be sent to the chosen 
signatories, and the status of the document will update to "Awaiting signing". 
 
Notes: 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

RETRACTING DOCUMENTS OR 
AMENDING SIGNATORIES 
Any document sent in error can be retracted, or have 
its signatories, amended by selecting the document 
and then selecting this option in the Cogs menu. 
Retracted documents can be re-sent if required.  
However, once a document has been signed it cannot 
be amended or deleted. 
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COMPLETING SIGNING WHEN THE 
ENTITIES’ SIGNING POLICY HAS 
BEEN MET 
Sometimes a document is distributed to multiple parties, 
but not all parties are required to sign before the entities 
signing policy has been met. 
In this situation, once the document has met the 
prescribed threshold you can simply mark it as complete 
using the Cogs menu and selecting Complete signing. 
 

UPLOADING PHYSICALLY SIGNED 
DOCUMENTS 
There may be circumstances where you have published 
a document for signing in Connectworks but also given 
one of the signatories a physical copy to sign. In these 
circumstances, you can scan and upload a copy of the 
physically-signed document and record this against the 
published document in Connectworks to show that it has 
been signed. To do this: 
1. Locate the unsigned document  
Tip: find the document quickly using the Awaiting Signing 
filter in the left column.  
2. Select the tick box, click on the Cogs, and select 
upload signature. 
You can then upload the signed document, fill out 
additional details, and record the document as signed. 
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